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E

VERY Iowa State woman enrolled in the home
economics curriculum, regardless of her major
field, has an average of 13 personality questionaires
filled out by the home economics faculty during her 4
years in college. They may seem unimportant at the
time, but these confidential reports follow her all the
rest of her life as a basis for reference for future employment.
These evaluation sheets of personalities are made
out by the home economics faculty. Every day the

instructor watches a student working and forms her
own opinions. The questionaire asks if the · woman
is above average, average, below average or has the
instructor had little opportunity to judge.
The instructor may look in the files for the reactions
of others to a student from whom she can get no response or cooperation. She does not want her judgment to be based on her own personal reaction. The
profile of one woman is usually found to be uniform,
with few evaluations ranging from high to low.

How Does YOUR

Personality Score?
A-Above Average

0

Grooming

D Posture
B-Average

D Voice quality
C-Below Average

D

RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHERS

VOCATIONAL FITNESS

D Responsiveness

D Interest in work

D

Tolerance

D

Friendliness

0

Cooperativeness

SELF REALIZATION

D Open mindedness
D Emotional stability

APRIL,

1947

Sense of humor

D Intellectual curiosity
D R esourcefulness
D Judgment
D Ability to follow directions
D Initiative
D Technical skill

D Self-confidence

D Responsibleness

D Ability to diagnose own needs

D Effectiveness in speech

D Ability to take suggestions

D Effectiveness in writing
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